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in consultation with the attorney general and in accordance with section 4 
(2)(a) of the Law Reform Commission Act 1975 the law reform commission 
submits for approval to government our Third Programme of Law Reform, 
which will commence on 1 January 2008.
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 former judge of the supreme court

 
  commissioner patr�c�a T. r�ckard-Clarke
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approved by government in december 2007, in accordance with section 5 of 
the Law Reform Commission Act 1975.
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i am very pleased to present, on behalf of the commission, this Third Programme 
of Law Reform 2008 – 2014.  the commission’s programmes of law reform are the 
principal basis on which we carry out our statutory mandate (under the Law Reform 
Commission Act 1975) to keep the law under review with a view to its reform.  the Third 
Programme of Law Reform contains 37 law reform projects which will be examined by 
the commission over the next seven years. 

the commission’s work in framing the Third Programme of Law Reform has followed 
a wide-ranging and extensive consultation with the public, government departments, 
members of the legal profession and non-governmental community and voluntary 
organisations.  in doing so, we had the benefit of over 200 submissions on which 
to base the final selection of topics.  the commission is extremely grateful for the 
time and care taken by those organisations and individuals who contributed to our 
deliberations.  the commission also had the benefit of an insight into the perspectives 
of other jurisdictions.  we were delighted that mr Justice michael Kirby of the high 
court of australia and former chairman of the australian law reform commission 
spoke at the commission’s third public consultation seminar.  he noted that: “in a 
way, to be irish is to be interested in reform.  history teaches the need for it.  society, 
technology and changing values demand it.”   

it goes without saying that the law has a significant impact on all our lives and, as 
our society changes, it is necessary for our laws to respond to these changes.  each 
programme of law reform has tried to reflect this need to be responsive to change.  
while delivering a lecture to mark the 30th anniversary of the commission in 2005, 
mr Justice ronan Keane pointed out that the commission’s First programme (1976) 
included a wide review of criminal law and family law, while the second programme 
(2000) addressed accessibility of the law for the citizen, emerging concerns for 
vulnerable groups (including older persons) and changes in family structures.  his 
address emphasised that the commission’s work should continue to contribute “to a 
body of law which is fair, accessible and relevant to the needs of irish society today.” 

the commission shares the ambition of all those who have contributed to the 
preparation of the third programme that it must respond to the needs of a modern 

The presidenT’s 
foreword
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ireland.  the topics contained in this programme reflect a society which is currently 
in a process of great change.  it is equally clear that the topics will present enormous 
challenges to the commission to continue the interdisciplinary research which has been 
an increasing feature of our work under the Second Programme of Law Reform.  that 
work has also greatly benefited from a growing realisation that law reform proposals 
cannot easily fit within a particular area of law nor of governmental responsibility but 
involve cross-cutting issues that require integrated responses across a number of 
bodies and institutions. 

we look forward to initiating and completing the projects set out in the Third Programme 
of Law Reform and also responding to any other areas of law referred to us by the 
attorney general under the 1975 act.  we acknowledge that the successful completion 
of these projects will depend upon consultation with members of the legal profession, 
with experts from other disciplines, and with interested parties and organisations.  the 
commission is ready and eager to embark on a new programme which contains many 
challenging, interesting and important law reform projects.  

the hon mrs. Justice catherine mcguinness
president 
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The Commission’s funCTions

the law reform commission is an independent statutory body established by the Law 
Reform Commission Act 1975.  the 1975 act states that the commission’s role is to keep 
the law under review and to conduct research with a view to the reform of the law.  law 
reform is defined under the act to include:

 • the development of law

 • its codification (including its simplification and modernisation), and 

 • the revision and consolidation of statute law.

programmes of law reform

a programme of law reform is prepared by the commission, in consultation with 
the attorney general, and contains a specific number of areas of law that require 
examination with a view to their reform.  when such a programme of law reform is 
approved by the government, the commission will examine and research the subjects 
set out in it and, if appropriate, formulate and submit to the taoiseach proposals for 
the reform of the law in those areas.  the commission’s First Programme of Law Reform 
was in place between 1977 and 1999.  the Second Programme of Law Reform had a 
defined timeframe from 2000 to the end of 2007.  the Third Programme of Law Reform 
will also run for the specified timeframe from 2008 to 2014.  

sTaTuTe law resTaTemenT and legislaTion direCTory

until 2006, the commission carried out its statutory mandate primarily through 
programmes of law reform, together with requests by the attorney general under 
the 1975 act to examine specific areas of law.  in 2006, the scope of the commission’s 
research work was expanded to include two other areas of activity, statute law 
restatement and the chronological tables of the statutes.  statute law restatement is 
a process of making legislation more accessible by updating existing acts to incorporate 
all changes made by subsequent acts or statutory instruments into a single text, which 
is certified by the attorney general.  the chronological tables of the statutes consists 
of an index listing in chronological order all amendments to legislation made by acts 
and statutory instruments which have been enacted or made since 1922.  Following 
the commission's assumption of responsibility for the chronological tables of statutes, 

part i 
inTroduCTion
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the commission made the decision to change the name of the " chronological tables of 
statutes" to "legislation directory". this decision was taken in order to better indicate 
to potential users the function of this resource as an electronically searchable guide to 
legislative effects.  these roles are fully consistent with the commission’s law reform 
remit under the 1975 act.

seCond programme of law reform 2000 To 2007

under the second programme of law reform 2000 to 2007 the commission published 
over 60 documents - consultation papers and reports - containing proposals for 
law reform covering the 30 specific topics in the programme.  the commission also 
responded to requests from the attorney general to examine specific areas of law 
under the 1975 act.  these consultation papers and reports dealt with issues such 
as: 

 • plain language in the law

 • the establishment of a dna database

 • tribunals of inquiry

 • murder and manslaughter, corporate Killing and defences in criminal law

 • reform and modernisation of land law and conveyancing law, econveanc-    

       ing and multi-unit developments

 • mental capacity and Vulnerable adults

 • rights and duties of cohabitants

 • contract law and third parties

the commission is very pleased to note that much of this work has led on to reforming 
legislation.1 

The deVelopmenT of The Third programme

the commission firmly believes that law cannot exist for its own sake or in a vacuum.  
the law exists to serve irish society and it operates within the framework of that 
society.  if the law is to continue to have a real meaning for our society, it must reflect 
the values and attitudes of our society.  law must be expressed in modern, clear and 
readily understandable language.

1    see appendix 6, which sets out the table of implementation of law reform commission 
 reports to 2007. 
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The Context of the Th�rd programme
as the commission approached the preparation of the third programme, it was 
conscious that its role of law reform takes place against the background of a number 
of related initiatives: 

 • better regulation: the government’s white paper Regulating Better (2004)   
    is based on the same principles that underlie the Law Reform Commission   
    Act 1975: modernisation and simplification of the law. 

 • pre-1922 statute law revision project: this is a major component of the 
    better regulation policy, and has culminated in the enactment (of the 
    Statute Law Revision Act 2007 which contains) the first definitive list 
    (the “white list”) of all pre-1922 acts that currently apply in the state.

 • significant increase in the level of general legislative law reform in 
    the oireachtas in recent years.  

 • the establishment of specific working groups or committees to deal with
     reform in specific areas – some placed on a statutory footing, such as 
    the company law review group and the criminal law codification advisory
     committee. 

 • the increasing importance of the international dimension to law reform, 
    including the eu, oecd, the un, the 1998 belfast agreements and other
     international treaties. 

 • the enactment of the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 and
     the increased relevance of the european court of human rights and its 
    case law.

publ�c Consultat�on process
the commission decided that public consultation was essential if the commission 
was to develop a new programme of law reform that was responsive to the needs 
of modern ireland.  to that end, the commission organised a number of public 
consultations on the Third Programme of Law Reform.  these were designed to provide 
the widest opportunity for all interested parties to engage in the law reform process 
and to suggest areas of law that require reform, modernisation and renewal.  the 
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commission aimed to identify gaps in the law and also issues that would require review 
during the seven year timescale of the new programme. 

the first public consultation took place in nui galway in march 2007 and the second 
at university college cork in april 2007.  the final public consultation, which was also 
the commission’s annual conference for 2007, took place in dublin in July and over 
300 people attended.  the keynote address was delivered by Justice michael Kirby of 
the high court of australia2 and the attorney general, paul gallagher sc, opened the 
conference.

attorney general’s Consultat�ve Comm�ttee 
in september 2007, the commission met with the attorney general’s consultative 
committee on law reform.3  the consultative committee comprises representatives 
of certain government departments, the law society of ireland, the bar council 
and the commission.  one of its functions is to assist the attorney general in his 
consultations with the commission on the Third Programme of Law Reform.  the 
consultative committee discussed and approved the commission’s draft programme 
of law reform. 

meet�ngs w�th o�reachtas Comm�ttee
since 1998, the commission has held periodic meetings with the oireachtas Joint 
committee on Justice, equality, defence and women’s rights to discuss the work 
programme of the commission.  the commission greatly values the meetings with the 
committee.  in november 2007, the Joint committee considered and discussed with 
the commission the content of the proposed Third Programme of Law Reform.

select�on Cr�ter�a
to facilitate the public consultation process, the commission published a seminar 
paper which set out the approach of the commission in developing the Third Programme 
of Law Reform.  this outlined the selection criteria which have assisted the commission 
in choosing the law reform projects for the Third Programme of Law Reform.4   the 
selection criteria are:

 a)  Public benefit: projects must meet a real community need by providing a
       remedy for a deficiency or gap in the law, including the need to modernise
       an outdated law.

2    Justice Kirby provided two versions of his Keynote address; both versions are available from
  www.lawreform.ie and www.hcourt.gov.au/publications_05.html#michaelKirby.  
3    this consultative committee was established by a government decision in march 1998.
4    see Seminar Paper Third Programme of Law Reform (SP3-2007) at pages 14-15, available 
 at www.lawreform.ie.

http://www.lawreform.ie
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications_05.html#MichaelKirby
http://www.hcourt.gov.au/publications_05.html#MichaelKirby
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 b)  Suitable for a law reform body: projects should be suitable for analysis
      by the legal expertise available in the commission, supplemented by
      appropriate consultation with other professionals and interested parties.  

 c)  Mix of projects and resources: the programme should include a mix of
       narrow-focus projects and wider-focus projects that are relevant to 
      society, so that the commission’s resources are not tied up in one project. 

 d)  Avoid duplication: projects should not overlap with the work of other
       bodies engaged in law reform activities, but should complement such 
      work where appropriate.

appl�cat�on of the select�on Cr�ter�a 
the commission received over 200 submissions suggesting approximately 400 areas 
of law for inclusion in the third programme.  all submissions were fully considered 
by the commission.  the commission concluded it would be feasible to include 37 law 
reform projects because: 

 • the projects addressed legal issues in need of reform that would meet a 
    real community need.   

 • the projects were considered suitable for analysis by the commission, 
    taking into consideration both the resources and the expertise available to 
    the commission.  

 • the commission was likely to complete the projects selected within the
     timeframe of the programme and they represented a good mix of different
     areas of law.

 • the projects did not duplicate work being done elsewhere. 

the commission concluded that a number of other projects merited examination but 
were unlikely to be completed within the timeframe of the Third Programme of Law 
Reform.  other projects involved areas which were more suitable for examination by 
relevant government departments, either because they involved exclusively policy 
issues or were otherwise already under consideration by those departments.5  in 
accordance with the commission’s remit under the Law Reform Commission Act 1975 

5    For a fuller discussion on law reform and policy see Seminar Paper Third Programme of Law Reform 
 (SP3-2007) at pages 4-5, available at www.lawreform.ie.
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to identify other bodies which may appropriately carry out law reform projects, the 
commission communicated with those departments concerning these other projects.

   
Third programme of law reform 2008 To 20�4

having applied the selection criteria, the Third Programme of Law Reform lists 37 
projects, including the following:

 • review of the law relating to Juries 

 • alternative dispute resolution 

 • documentary evidence and technology

 • the law of sexual offences

 • the Victim and the criminal Justice system

 • Further statutory codification of land law 

 • econveyancing road map 

 • legal aspects of Family relationships 

 • children and the law

 • legal aspects of new and emerging members of irish society 

 • legal aspects of assisted human reproduction 

 • insurance contracts

 • civil law aspects of the law of missing persons

as the president’s Foreword indicates, these topics involve recognition of the need to 
respond to the changing and complex legal issues that affect irish society. 

m�d-term rev�ew of the Th�rd programme of law reform
the commission is aware that a seven year programme of law reform should be 
reviewed to take account of developments after its initial publication.  under the 
second programme, the commission conducted a mid-term review in 2004 in order 
to take stock of developments since its initiation in 2000 and to plan for completion of 
the remaining work in the programme.6  this exercise proved extremely useful and the 
commission envisages that it will repeat this exercise at the mid-way point of the third 
programme.  

6    see law reform commission, Annual Report 2004, chapter 5, available at www.lawreform.ie. 

http://www.lawreform.ie
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as noted in the Second Programme of Law Reform, it is difficult if not impossible 
to anticipate change which may call for law reform in the future.  therefore, the 
commission considers that this mid-term review might provide an opportunity to 
supplement the list of law reform projects set out in this programme.  the commission 
will do this where it considers appropriate, subject to its available resources.  

Consultat�on on projects �n the Th�rd programme
the commission will continue to have regard to the activities and work of all bodies 
that have a law reform remit with a view to consulting, co-operating and collaborating 
with them as appropriate.

Th�rd programme of law reform and Cod�f�cat�on 
the commission, in accordance with its statutory remit to keep the law under review 
retains a continuing interest in codification of the law.  the commission proposes to 
address the issue of codification in the context of the projects in this programme of 
law reform as appropriate.  this work will complement the work of the commission 
on statute law restatement and the legislation directory.   
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a.  legal sysTem and publiC law

 1.  the law relating to Juries 
 2.  debt enforcement and securing interests over personal property 
 3.  bench warrants and search warrants
 4. limitation of actions
 5.  alternative dispute resolution
 6. consolidation and reform of the courts acts

b.  law of eVidenCe

 7. documentary evidence and technology
 8.  hearsay in civil and criminal cases
 9.  advance disclosure of defence cases
 10. Forensic evidence
 11. expert evidence

C.  Criminal law

 12. the law of sexual offences
 13.  the Victim and the criminal Justice system
 14.  Vulnerable persons and the criminal Justice system  
 15.  restorative Justice
 16. having regard to the establishment of the criminal law codification 
  advisory committee, examination of issues arising in the general part
   of the criminal law 
 17.  the law of homicide
 18.  defences in the criminal law
 19. inchoate offences

part 2 
proJeCTs inCluded in The 
Third programme of law reform
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 d.  land law and properTy

  20.  Further statutory codification of land law 
  21. trust law and the settled land acts 
  22. econveyancing road map

 e.  family law

  23.  legal aspects of Family relationships 
  24.  domestic Violence 
  25.  the law of annulment in the 21st century 

 f.  speCifiC groups in a Changing soCieTy

  26.  children and the law
  27.  gender recognition 
  28. legal aspects of new and emerging members of irish 
   society (reunification procedures and citizenship)
  29.  legal aspects of carers 

 g.  TeChnology, innoVaTion and The indiVidual

  30.  legal aspects of bioethics 
  31. legal aspects of assisted human reproduction 
  32. privacy

 h.  CommerCial law and The law of obligaTions

  33.  Frustration of contracts
  34.  insurance contracts
  35.  damages in contract and tort law

 i.  inTernaTional law

  36.  the status of international law in domestic irish law
  37.  civil law aspects of the law of missing persons 
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a.     legal sysTem and publiC law

� The law relat�ng to Jur�es 
 this project will involve a general review of the law concerning the jury system 
 in ireland, with particular emphasis on reform of the Juries Act 1976.  this will   
 include qualification for jury service, jury selection and the consequences   
 of failure to attend for jury service.  the commission will consult with all   
 interested parties, including the courts service. 

2  debt enforcement and secur�ng interests over personal property 
 this project will include an examination of the legal issues surrounding the   
 instalment order procedure.  the commission will also examine the attachment   
 of security interests to personal property.  the commission is aware that Flac   
 (the Free legal advice centres) has carried out work on some aspects of this   
 project and will consult with them and other interested parties.  

3  bench warrants and search warrants
 this project will examine the enforcement of court orders and the service of 
 proceedings in both civil and criminal cases, in particular the procedure for
  the execution of bench warrants and search warrants.  the associated 
 procedural problems in this area have resulted in inefficient use of court 
 resources. 

4 l�m�tat�on of act�ons
 this project will examine in general the limitation periods for civil claims in the
 Statute of Limitations 1957 and the potential for consolidation of the limitation
  periods.  this project involves the completion of work begun under the
 commission’s Second Programme of Law Reform, and which reflected earlier 
 work by the commission that reviewed specific aspects of this area of law. 

5  alternat�ve d�spute resolut�on
 this project involves the completion of work begun under the commission’s 
 Second Programme of Law Reform.  the commission will examine the main 
 processes of adr including partnering, mediation, conciliation, expert 
 determination and collaborative lawyering.  Key principles, including 
 confidentiality, enforceability of adr agreements and training of adr 
 professionals will also be examined.  

appendiX 1

absTraCTs of proJeCTs in The 
Third programme of law reform
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6 Consol�dat�on and reform of the Courts acts
 the project will lead to a draft Courts Bill which will contain a complete 
 legislative statement of the jurisdiction of the courts in ireland, currently 
 contained in over 100 acts, both pre-1922 and post-1922.  the project involves
 the completion of work begun under the commission’s Second Programme 
 of Law Reform.  the project will also incorporate proposals for reform in this
 area.  

b. law of eVidenCe

7 documentary ev�dence and Technology
 documentary evidence is an essential element of nearly all litigation.  this 
 project will discuss the rules concerning proof of execution and authentication   
 of documents, and consider the need for their modernisation.  the project will   
 also consider whether electronic evidence should be regulated as a separate   
 category of evidence. 

8  hearsay �n C�v�l and Cr�m�nal Cases
 the commission has previously examined the hearsay rule as it applies in civil   
 cases.  this project will build on this previous work and extend the analysis to
  include the use of hearsay in both civil and criminal cases. 

� advance d�sclosure of defence Cases
 this project will examine whether it would be appropriate to require advance
  disclosure of defence cases in criminal trials.  the Report of the Balance in the 
 Criminal Law Review Group (2007) recommended that this should be examined 
 in some detail.  

�0  forens�c ev�dence
 this project will build on previous work by the commission under the Second
 Programme of Law Reform, notably on the establishment of a dna database.  
 that work benefited greatly from the interdisciplinary assistance of experts from 
 the scientific and forensic community and the commission will continue to 
 consult widely on this project in order to ensure that relevant developments are
 reflected in law reform proposals. 
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�� expert ev�dence
 this project involves the completion of work begun under the commission’s
 second programme of law reform.  the project will examine the current rules   
 concerning the admissibility of expert evidence in court and the role and function  
 of the expert witness.  the project will also examine arrangements for ensuring   
 the quality of expert evidence. 

C.  Criminal law

�2 The law of sexual offences
 this project will involve a general examination of the law of sexual offences.  it 
 will build on previous work by the commission, which resulted in some legislative   
 reforms.  the project will include an examination of consent to sexual contact   
 and whether there should be a statutory definition of the term “consent”.
 the project will also explore the extent to which the law in this area can be 
 consolidated. 

�3  The V�ct�m and the Cr�m�nal Just�ce system
 this project will involve a general review of the interaction between victims of 
 crime and the criminal justice system.  this will include areas such as commu-  
 nication of information, anonymity of parties, the right of representation, 
  video and remote evidence, victim impact statements and media reporting. 

�4  Vulnerable persons and the Cr�m�nal Just�ce system  
 this project will examine how vulnerable persons, including those who are   
 vulnerable arising from limited intellectual capacity, are dealt with in the 
 criminal justice system in ireland.  the project will examine how vulnerable   
 persons are treated before, during and after the court process. 

�5  restorat�ve Just�ce
 this project will examine restorative justice from a community, victim and 
 offender perspective.  this project will build on previous work by the 
 commission under the Second Programme of Law Reform in which the 
 commission examined the court poor box and the issue of spent convictions.  
 the project will take into account any relevant work being undertaken by the 
 national commission on restorative Justice. 
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�6  hav�ng regard to the establ�shment of the Cr�m�nal law Cod�f�cat�on adv�sory   
 Comm�ttee, exam�nat�on of �ssues ar�s�ng �n the general part of the cr�m�nal law 
 the criminal law codification advisory committee was established under part 
 14 of the Criminal Justice Act 2006.  the commission will continue to 
 collaborate with the committee and will engage in appropriate research 
 – in particular in connection with the general principles of criminal liability - 
 which complements the committee’s work programme.

�7 The law of hom�c�de
 this project involves the completion of work begun under the commission’s
 Second Programme of Law Reform.  this is focused on reform of the law on 
 murder and involuntary manslaughter in the wider context of codification of the
 criminal law.  this also complements the commission’s related work on 
 defences in the criminal law.  

�8 defences �n the Cr�m�nal law
 this project also involves the completion of work begun under the commission’s  
 Second Programme of Law Reform.  the project will deal with the defences of 
 provocation, legitimate defence (including self-defence), duress and necessity.
  this will also assist the work of the criminal law codification advisory
 committee.

�� inchoate offences
 this project will examine the criminal offences of attempt, conspiracy, and 
 incitement.  this project also involves the completion of work begun under the 
 commission’s Second Programme of Law Reform and concerns particular
 aspects of the general principles of criminal liability.
  
d.  land law and properTy

20  further statutory Cod�f�cat�on of land law 
 this project will deal with a number of discrete areas, including adverse 
 possession.  it will build on the extensive codification work of the commission 
 under the Second Programme of Law Reform.  this work has resulted in the 
 Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Bill 2006, which will repeal almost 200 
 pre-1922 acts in this area and replace many common law and statutory rules
 with a single legislative code. 
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2� Trust law and the settled land acts 
 this project will deal with an issue arising from the repeal of the settled land   
 acts when the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Bill 2006 is enacted.  
 the project will also build on the work of the commission under the Second   
 Programme of Law Reform concerning the modernisation and replacement of   
 the Trustee Act 1893.

22  eConveyanc�ng road map
 under the Second Programme of Law Reform the commission oversaw (with
  the assistance of the information society commission) a modelling of the 
 current conveyancing process in ireland.  this included an analysis of the state 
 of readiness of the various stakeholders, public and private, for the eventual 
 introduction of an econveyancing system.  in this project the commission will,
  in conjunction with the department of Justice, equality and law reform, develop 
 a roadmap for an econveyancing system which will be presented to government. 

e.  family law

23  legal aspects of fam�ly relat�onsh�ps 
 this project will examine the rights and duties of fathers, in relation to
 guardianship, custody and access to their children.  it will also examine the 
 rights and duties (if any) of grandparents.   

24 domest�c V�olence 
 this project will involve a general review of the law on domestic violence.  this 
 will include a review of its current scope, including its application to persons 
 other than spouses and its extension to other relationships, in particular older 
 persons.   

25 The law of annulment �n the 2�st Century 
 this project will build on previous work by the commission under the First 
 Programme of Law Reform in which it completed an examination of the law on
  nullity of marriage.  it is necessary to re-examine this area, in particular, in the 
 light of the introduction of divorce legislation.  
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f.  speCifiC groups in a Changing soCieTy

26 Ch�ldren and the law
 this project will examine a range of issues, including the age at which children   
 are competent to consent to medical treatment and the issue of internet   
 regulation for children.  the commission is committed to ensuring that its
 consultation process includes appropriate mechanisms for obtaining the views 
 of young persons.  the commission will also liaise with the ombudsman for
 children on this project.

27 gender recogn�t�on 
 this project will review current law on gender recognition to ensure that it 
 complies fully with international human rights standards, including the 
 european convention on human rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

28  legal aspects of new and emerg�ng members of ir�sh soc�ety 
 (reun�f�cat�on procedures and C�t�zensh�p)
 this project will examine specific issues arising from the new and emerging
  patterns of migration to ireland.  the project will focus in particular on the 
 extent to which family reunification procedures and the related issue of 
 citizenship are consistent with international law and best practice. 

2� legal aspects of Carers 
 this project will examine the extent to which the current law ensures 
 appropriate standards for professional carers, in particular those engaged in the
  provision of care to vulnerable persons.  the commission will ensure that this 
 project takes full account of the work of the health information and Quality
 authority (hiQa).

g.  TeChnology, innoVaTion and The indiVidual

30 legal aspects of b�oeth�cs 
 this project will examine the extent to which certain aspects of bioethics require
  legal regulation.  the project will focus on specific issues, such as advance care 
 directives and certain feeding interventions in a medical care setting.  the
  commission will ensure that this project benefits from existing collaborative 
 links it has developed with the irish council for bioethics.  
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3� legal aspects of ass�sted human reproduct�on 
 this project will examine the need for regulation of assisted human reproduction  
 in ireland, taking into account general policy reviews already done in this area.  
 the project will include the legal aspects of sperm donation, surrogacy and 
 related issues such as consent.  the commission will consult with those who 
 have particular expertise in the scientific and medical aspects of this area.  

32 pr�vacy
 this project will build on previous work by the commission under the First 
 Programme of Law Reform in which it completed an examination of privacy 
 and surveillance.  the project will take into account relevant legislative    
 developments, in particular the Privacy Bill 2006. 

h. CommerCial law and The law of obligaTions

33  frustrat�on of Contracts
this project on frustration of contracts will examine the legal effects of   
unforeseeable and other events (such as war or industrial action) which are 
outside the control of contracting parties.  this research will build on previous 
work by the commission on the reform of other aspects of contract law. 

34  insurance Contracts
 this project will review existing rules concerning insurance contracts, such as   
 formalities, material non-disclosure, ‘basis of contract’ clauses and the concept   
 of insurable interest.  the project will examine whether these rules would
  benefit from codification, from the perspectives of business efficiency and 
 consumer protection. 

35  damages �n Contract and Tort law
 this project will examine the legal principles concerning the award of damages 
 in contract and tort law.  this research will build on previous work by the   
 commission on the law of damages. 
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i.  inTernaTional law

36 The status of internat�onal law �n domest�c ir�sh law
 this project will examine the extent to which international law and international 
 conventions affect domestic irish law.  the project will include an analysis of 
 the manner in which international conventions are implemented in irish law and
  the methods used to interpret the rules contained in those conventions. 

37  C�v�l law aspects of the law of m�ss�ng persons 
 this project will examine the civil law aspects of missing persons, including the
  presumption of death, the issuing of a death certificate and the effect of a
  declaration of presumed death.  the project will examine the effects on the civil 
 status of those left behind (such as married status) and on the succession and
  property rights of the missing person and those left behind. 
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in carrying out our role, the commission places a particular emphasis on a number of 
values.  these values were set out in the seminar paper that was produced to assist 
in the development of the Third Programme of Law Reform.7  these values are essential 
to the work of the commission and we will apply them to our work under the Third 
Programme of Law Reform.

independenCe

the commission’s independence in reviewing the law and in formulating proposals for 
law reform is of paramount importance in ensuring that we properly fulfil our role.  the 
commission believes that its independence is vital to its continued success under the 
third programme. 

while independence is a fundamental principle, we also realise that there must be 
proper liaison with all stakeholders in society, including the public and the government. 
it is important that law reform is a collaborative enterprise between the commission, 
the public and government departments.8  while the commission is fully committed to 
retaining its independence, this will not be a recipe for isolation or non-engagement.  
such isolation would impede the effectiveness of the commission and the relevance of 
its recommendations for law reform.

imparTialiTy

the commission recognises the crucial importance of carrying out its role in an 
impartial and objective way.  this concept is very much intertwined with the notion of 
its independence.  the commission objectively makes its recommendations following 
detailed research, consideration of the legal issues and public consultation leading up 
to and following the publication of consultation papers. 

appendiX 2

Values in Carrying ouT our role

7    see Seminar Paper Third Programme of Law Reform (SP3-2007) at page 7, available at www.lawreform.ie. 
8    the conference on multi-unit developments, held in January 2007, is an example of this. the conference was
  held following the publication of the Consultation Paper on Multi-UnitDevelopments in december 2006 and was
  aimed at members of the public and interested parties.  the commission organised this consultative   
    conference in conjunction with the department of Justice, equality and law reform.  the national consumer 
  agency (nca) and the office of the director of corporate enforcement (odce) were also involved in this 
 consultation and addressed the conference.  many members of the public made valuable contributions to the
  discussion on multi-unit developments both at the conference and throughwritten submissions. 

http://www.lawreform.ie
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high QualiTy researCh

high quality research and expert review of the law is at the core of the commission’s 
work.  reports produced by a law reform commission are often regarded as “the 
definitive text” on that particular area of law.9  more significantly, they “…may serve to 
shape attitudes, values and understandings into the future, laying the ground work for 
reform at a later time.”10   

we increasingly see the value of interdisciplinary research.  law reform agencies 
throughout the world progressively examine more law reform topics outside of what is 
considered to be traditional “black letter law”.  such legal research requires greater 
interdisciplinary work.  these law reform projects often involve more social policy 
and will require better understanding of disciplines such as information technology, 
economics and medical science.  the commission is particularly mindful of this, 
as many of the law reform projects included in the third programme will require 
interdisciplinary research.  

For example, the commission’s 2005 Report on the Establishment of a DNA Database11  

greatly benefited from consultation with forensic scientists.  similarly, the 2006 Report 
on Vulnerable Adults and the Law12  required considerable consultation with experts from 
general and specialised areas of medicine and with ngos and state bodies involved 
with those having limited intellectual capacity.  indeed, the commission gained some 
of its most valuable insights from informal discussions with carers and the families of 
those with limited intellectual capacity.  the commission is aware that it will need to 
collaborate on many projects included in the third programme, particularly in respect 
of projects included under the heading Technology, Innovation and the Individual.   

effeCTiVe relaTionships 

external legal specialists and other experts are invited to assist the commission as 
members of working groups, and they play an important part in the examination of 
particular areas of the law.  the commission also has ongoing relationships with the 

9    weisbrot, “the Future for institutional law reform” in opeskin and weisbrot (eds) The Promise of Law Reform   
 (Federation press 2005), at 25. 
10   Ibid.  
11   lrc 78-2005, available at www.lawreform.ie. 

12   lrc 83-2006, available at www.lawreform.ie.

http://www.lawreform.ie
http://www.lawreform.ie
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office of the attorney general, the department of Justice, equality and law reform, 
and other departments of government.  the development of effective relationships 
is of key importance to the commission’s work, consistent with the commitment to 
ensure that its independence and impartiality is retained. 

The implemenTaTion of reCommendaTions 

as the commission is independent from the government it is natural that, from 
time to time, the government does not agree with some recommendations of the 
commission and will take a different course of reform, or decide not to implement 
some recommendations.  in general terms, under the First and second programmes, 
about 70% of the commission’s recommendations have been or are in the process of 
being implemented.13

the commission is firmly of the view that its recommendations should be rooted in 
rigorous analysis but should also be tested against the question: “will they work in 
practice?”  we believe that this approach will ensure that our work remains relevant 
to society - and to public representatives in government and the oireachtas.  the 
commission is also committed to ensuring that implementation of its recommendations 
is facilitated through the continued publication of draft legislation in reports published 
under the third programme. 

while the commission recognises the need to be implementation minded, it is also 
committed not to become implementation obsessed.  the commission will continue 
to focus on a number of other indicators of “success.”14  For example the commission 
places value on:

 • raising community awareness of a particular issue
 • instigation of debate on an area of law
 • encouraging alternative reform mechanisms which do not involve legislative   
    change, consistent with the government’s white paper Regulating Better 
    (2004).15 

13   see appendix 3 for the table of implementation of commission reports to 2007.
14   For a fuller discussion of other measures of success see opeskin and weisbrot (eds) “measuring success” 
 in The Promise of Law Reform (Federation press 2005), at 202.       
15   available at www.betterregulation.ie. 

http://www.betterregulation.ie


responsiVeness

our responsiveness to the needs of irish society is a core value.  responsiveness was 
identified by the commission as being particularly important as we engaged in the 
public consultation for the Third Programme of Law Reform.  we believe that the projects 
included in the third programme are responsive to the issues raised throughout the 
consultation process.

ConsulTaTion

the consultation process has been integral to the formulation of the commission’s new 
programme.  the input from the public and interested groups into the commission’s 
consultation papers and reports produced under the First and Second Programmes 
of Law Reform enriched the content of these publications and the laws enacted as a 
result.  it is the belief of the commission that this input will continue to be invaluable 
as the commission begins work on the law reform projects under the Third Programme 
of Law Reform.  

the commission’s aim was to ensure that consultation for the third programme 
presented the widest opportunity for comment on areas of law that require renewal and 
reform.  the public consultative seminars were an integral part of the commission’s 
strategy to identify law reform topics for the third programme. 

the principle of public consultation is intertwined with the concepts of independence, 
interdisciplinary research, responsiveness, relevance and accountability.  the broad 
consultation process has been beneficial not only for the commission but, we hope, 
also for all of those groups who participated in the process. 

ConfidenTialiTy

private submissions from members of the public are treated confidentially.  many 
submissions received by the commission on the third programme involved disclosure 
of highly personal information, which the commission has treated confidentially.  this 
approach will continue to be adopted as the commission consults interested parties 
on the law reform projects included in the third programme.
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The ConTeXT of law reform in 2007

as we approached the preparation of the third programme, the commission was 
conscious that its role of law reform took place against the background of a number 
of related initiatives:

 • better regulation: the government’s white paper Regulating Better (2004) is
    based on the same principles that underlie the Law Reform Commission Act   
    1975: modernisation and simplification of the law.

 • pre-1922 statute law revision project: this is a major component of the 
    better regulation policy, and has culminated in the passing of the Statute 
    Law Revision Act 2007, which contains the first definitive list (the “white 
    list”) of all pre-1922 acts that apply in the state.

 • significant increase in the level of general legislative law reform in the 
    oireachtas in recent years.

 • the establishment of specific working groups or committees to deal with 
    reform in specific areas – some placed on a statutory footing, such as the      
    company law review group and the criminal law codification 
    advisory committee.

 • the increasing importance of the international dimension to law reform,      
    including the eu, oecd, the un, the 1998 belfast agreements and other      
    international treaties.

 • the enactment of the European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 and 
    the increased relevance of the european court of human rights and its case
    law.
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general approaCh To Third programme

the following general criteria underlined our approach to the development of the Third 
Programme of Law Reform:

 • develop, update and clarify the law 

 • respond to changes in our society

 • include some projects that will involve codification of areas of law and 
    some which deal with discrete areas of law

 • have regard to the work of other bodies engaged in law reform.  the 
    commission does not have a monopoly on the law reform process and will     
      endeavour to ensure that the commission will remain aware of the work of 
    other bodies with a law reform remit

 • have regard to the international – including comparative – aspects of 
    law reform

when the Law Reform Commission Act 1975 was being debated in dáil Éireann in 1975, 
the attorney general of the time declan costello summed up concisely the rationale 
behind the establishment of the commission:

 “If a community’s laws become inadequate for the functions for which they were   
 designed, if they become obsolete, or are too numerous, or over-refined by judicial   
 interpretation, then cases of individual injustices will multiply and society as a whole  
 will suffer.  Governments in a dynamic and fast changing world should ensure that 
 the laws are kept under constant review and are regularly and systematically
  reformed.”16

the commission considers that this view of law reform is still very relevant today.
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the commission decided that public consultation was essential if the commission was 
to develop a programme of law reform that was responsive to the needs of modern 
ireland.  to that end, the commission organised a number of public consultations 
on its Third Programme of Law Reform.  these public consultations were designed to 
provide the widest opportunity for all interested parties to engage in the law reform 
process and suggest areas of law which require reform, modernisation and renewal.  
the commission aimed to identify gaps in the law and also issues that would require 
review during the seven year timescale of the Third Programme of Law Reform 2008 
– 2014.  

the first public consultation took place in nui galway on 26 march 2007.  approximately 
100 people attended this consultation.  the second consultative seminar took place on 
30 april 2007 at university college cork; approximately 100 people also attended this 
consultation.  the final public consultation, which was also the commission’s annual 
conference for 2007, took place in dublin castle on 18 July and over 300 people 
attended this consultation.  the keynote address at this consultation was delivered by 
Justice michael Kirby of the high court of australia17 and the attorney general, paul 
gallagher sc, opened the conference.  

The approach to the development of the Th�rd programme of law reform
the commission committed itself to a strategic and forward looking approach to the 
selection of topics for the Third Programme of Law Reform.  it recognised that the 
renewal and reform of law in ireland is influenced not only by what happens in the 
courtroom, but also by what occurs in society as a whole: workplaces, schools and 
universities, scientific laboratories, hospitals, and the home.  this approach is reflected 
in the types of law reform projects that have been included in this Third Programme of 
Law Reform. 

the engagement and participation of irish society in the law reform process is 
essential to our work.  in facing up to this challenge, the commission used new forms 
of technology and consultation to encourage submissions from a wide range of sources 
on its Third Programme of Law Reform.  

Consultat�on T�mel�ne
it was decided that the consultation period for the third programme should provide the 
greatest opportunity for people and organisations to make submissions.  to that end, 
the consultation period ran from the beginning of January 2007 to 30 July 2007.  the 
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commission received a significant number of submissions after this deadline and full 
consideration was given to these submissions.  as the Third Programme of Law Reform 
is to run for seven years it was felt that the consultation process should be long enough 
to ensure that any pressing legal issues were identified.  

sem�nar paper
the commission prepared a seminar paper for the public consultations.  this seminar 
paper explained the work of the commission and set out clearly and concisely the 
approach of the commission in formulating its Third Programme of Law Reform.  the 
seminar paper was a useful tool in soliciting submissions and explaining the types 
of projects the commission could examine.  the seminar paper was available on the 
commission’s website and it was distributed at the public consultations and other 
consultative meetings on the third programme.

Consultat�on w�th members of the publ�c
consultation with members of the public on the Third Programme of Law Reform 
was achieved primarily through the three public consultations.  the commission 
advertised the consultations in the print media and issued press releases.  the 
commission also gave interviews on the Third Programme of Law Reform to national 
and local broadcast and print media in order to publicise the consultation process.  the 
commission contacted all members of the oireachtas, hundreds of non-governmental 
and voluntary organisations and invited them to attend the public consultations and 
make either written or oral submissions.  a large number of members of the public 
and representatives of non-governmental, voluntary and community organisations 
attended the consultations and made written and oral submissions, suggesting areas 
of law in need of reform.

Consultat�on w�th the legal profess�on
the commission began the consultation process with the legal profession in december 
2006 by placing a one page advertisement in the bar council of ireland yearbook 
and diary and directory.  the advertisements announced the commencement of the 
consultation process for the third programme and invited submissions on law reform 
projects for the new programme.  the commission also contacted the director general 
of the law society and the chairperson of the bar council in January 2007.  the 
commission invited both bodies to engage with the law reform process and to publicise 
the consultations.  
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solicitors practicing in galway and cork and the surrounding counties were invited 
to attend the consultative seminars in galway and cork.  all barristers practicing 
on the western, south western, cork and south eastern circuits were invited to the 
consultations in galway and cork.    

the commission published an article in the march 2007 edition of the law society 
gazette.  this article further publicised the commission’s public consultative seminars 
and invited legal practitioners to make submissions on the third programme.  the 
commission organised a meeting with the law reform committee of the law society 
which took place in February 2007.  the commission also held a meeting in march 2007 
with the irish Family lawyers association. 

many solicitors, barristers and members of the judiciary attended the public 
consultations on the Third Programme of Law Reform and suggested law reform 
projects.  

Consultat�on w�th government departments
all government departments and all relevant state agencies were written to in april 
2007 inviting them to submit suggestions for the third programme of law reform and 
to attend the public consultations.  the commission published a short article in link, 
the newsletter of better governance, in the February 2007 edition.  this publicised the 
public consultations in galway and cork and encouraged attendance and submissions.  
the commission wrote to all government departments located in galway and cork 
and the surrounding counties and invited them to make submissions and attend the 
consultations on the third programme.  

Consultat�on w�th other law reform bod�es
the commission held a meeting with the law commission for scotland, the law 
commission for england and wales and the law commission for northern ireland 
in July 2007.  this meeting discussed the work of the different commissions and the 
development of programmes of law reform.  

legal research
the commission appointed a full-time researcher who co-ordinated the consultation 
process and carried out legal research on law reform in ireland and law reform activity 
in other jurisdictions.  research was carried out on the legal topics that were under 
examination by other law reform agencies, which informed the deliberations of the 
commission.    
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use of informat�on Technology
the commission used its website18  to publicise the consultation process for the third 
programme.  details of the third programme and the consultative seminars were 
uploaded onto the commission’s website.  in addition to the public consultations, the 
commission invited suggestions for law reform in written or oral format.  a dedicated 
email address thirdprog@lawreform.ie was created and the majority of submissions 
were submitted to the commission via this contact point.  the commission stressed 
that there was no required format for making a submission and that there was no 
requirement to use technical legal language.  this was to encourage submissions from 
members of the public and to ensure that the consultation process was as broad as 
possible.  the details of the public consultations were publicised on the commission’s 
website, the bar council website, the law society website and other legal network 
websites.  hundreds of organisations were invited via email to make submissions and 
attend the public consultations.  

Consultat�ve meet�ngs on Th�rd programme of law reform 
the commission met a number of interest groups and government departments.  
discussion at these meetings was focused on law reform projects for the Third 
Programme of Law Reform.  these meetings were very beneficial and greatly assisted 
the commission in developing its third programme.

part�c�pants �n the Consultat�on process 
the commission would like to thank all persons who assisted in the development 
of this Third Programme of Law Reform.  in particular, the commission would like to 
thank all those persons who took the time to make submissions and attend the public 
consultations.    

18   www.lawreform.ie 
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a programme of law reform 
the Law Reform Commission Act 1975 requires the commission to prepare programmes 
of law reform from time to time.  the topics set out in our programmes of law reform 
provide the main source of our work.  the Second Programme of Law Reform 2000-
200719 contains 30 specific topics, many of which contain, in turn, a number of sub-
headings requiring separate investigation and review.  the Third Programme of Law 
Reform contains 37 specific law reform projects.  

attorney general requests
under the 1975 act the attorney general may also request that the commission 
examine, conduct research into or make proposals for reform of particular branches 
of the law.  examples of requests include:

 • the possible benefits of a revenue court and a Fiscal prosecutor

 • the establishment of a dna database

 • aspects of intercountry adoption law 

Consultat�on papers and reports
the commission publishes consultation papers and reports based on detailed and 
thorough research.  in the course of our research, we give careful consideration to 
the relevant legislation, case law and academic commentary that is available.  we 
also place a focus on comparative law, because the laws of other states may provide 
solutions to the area of law under review. 

in the initial stages of our research, we may meet with professionals working in a 
particular area, or representatives of interest groups.  we publish a consultation 
paper, containing our analysis and provisional recommendations.  the commission 
then looks for submissions from the public and all interested parties on the provisional 
recommendations made in the consultation paper.  we often hold a seminar after 
a consultation paper is published in order to provide a forum for experts and 
interested parties to make their views known on the commission’s provisional 
recommendations. 

the commission takes the submissions from the consultation process into account 
when drafting the final report on the subject.  any issues or concerns raised are 
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considered within the report, which contains the commission’s final recommendations 
and, where relevant, draft legislation. 

work�ng groups
in addition to the consultation process already mentioned, the commission may set 
up working groups to assist in the examination of particular areas of law, such as 
the reform and modernisation of land law and conveyancing law.  we receive the 
benefit of the advice and knowledge of the members of these working groups on a 
purely voluntary basis.  the time and advice which is freely given by our working group 
members is an invaluable addition to our work.  undoubtedly, these working groups 
will continue to assist the commission as it examines the different areas of law in the 
Third Programme of Law Reform.
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a.  legal sysTem and adminisTraTiVe law

 report on multi-party litigation (lrc 76-2005) (september 2005) 

 report on public inquiries including tribunals of inquiry (lrc 73-2005) 
 (may 2005) 

 report on a Fiscal prosecutor and a revenue court (lrc 72-2004) 
 (december 2004) 

 report on Judicial review procedure (lrc 71-2004) (February 2004) 

 report on statutory drafting and interpretation: plain language and the law 
 (lrc 61-2000) (december 2000) 

b. eVidenCe

 report on the establishment of a dna database (lrc 78-2005) 
 (november 2005)

 report on oaths and affirmations (lrc 34-1990) (december 1990) 

 report on the rule against hearsay in civil cases (lrc 25-1988) 
 (september 1988) 

 report on competence and compellability of spouses as witnesses 
 (lrc 13-1985) (July 1985)

C.  Criminal law and proCedure

 report on spent convictions (84-2007) (July 2007)

 report on prosecution appeals and pre-trial hearings (81-2006) 
 (november 2006)

appendiX 5
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 report on corporate Killing (lrc 77-2005) (october 2005)

 report on the court poor box: probation of offenders (lrc 75-2005) 
 (september 2005)

 report on penalties for minor offences (lrc 69-2003) (march 2003)

 report on the indexation of Fines: a review of developments 
 (lrc 65-2002) (July 2002)

 report on sentencing  (lrc 53-1996) (august 1996)

 report on intoxication (lrc 51-1995) (november 1995) 

 an examination of the law of bail (lrc 50-1995) (august 1995)

 report on contempt of court (lrc 47-1994) (september 1994) 

 report on non-Fatal offences against the person  
 (lrc 45-1994) (February 1994) 

 report on the law relating to dishonesty (lrc 43-1992) (september 1992) 

 report on the crime of libel  (lrc 41-1991) (december 1991) 

 report on the indexation of Fines (lrc 37-1991) (october 1991) 

 report on confiscation of the proceeds of crime (lrc 35-1991) 
 (January 1991)

 report on sexual offences against the mentally handicapped 
 (lrc 33-1990) (september 1990) 

 report on child sexual abuse  (lrc 32-1990) (september 1990)

 report on malicious damage (lrc 26-1988) (september 1988)
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 report on rape and allied offences (lrc 24-1988) (may 1988) 

 report on receiving stolen property (lrc 23-1987) (december 1987) 

 report on offences under the dublin police acts and related offences 
 (lrc 14-1985) (July 1985) 

 report on Vagrancy and related offences (lrc 11-1985) (June 1985) 

d. land law and ConVeyanCing law

 report on the law of landlord and tenant (85-2007) (november 2007)

 report on charitable trusts and legal structures for charities 
 (80-2006) (october 2006)

 report on econveyancing: modelling of the irish conveyancing system 
 (79-2006) (april 2006)

 report on the reform and modernisation of land law and conveyancing law   
 (lrc 74-2005) (July 2005)

 report on land law and conveyancing law: (7) positive covenants over 
 Freehold land and other proposals (lrc 70-2003) (march 2003) 

 report on title by adverse possession of land (lrc 67-2002) (december 2002)  

 report on the acquisition of easements and profits Á prendre by prescription
  (lrc 66-2002) (december 2002) 

 report on the Variation of trusts (lrc 63-2000) (december 2000)

 report on the rule against perpetuities and cognate rules 
 (lrc 62-2000) (december 2000)

 report on gazumping (lrc 59-1999) (august 1999) 

 report on land law and conveyancing law; (6) Further general proposals   
 including the execution of deeds (lrc 56-1998) (may 1998) 
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 report on interests of Vendor and purchaser in land during the period between   
 contract and completion (lrc 49-1995) (april 1995)

 land law and conveyancing law: (5) Further general proposals 
 (lrc 44-1992) (october 1992) 

 report on land law and conveyancing law: (4) service of completion notices   
 (lrc 40-1991) (december 1991)

 report on land law and conveyancing law: (3) the passing of risk from 
 Vendor to purchaser (lrc 39-1991) (december 1991)

 report on land law and conveyancing law: (2) enduring powers of 
 attorney  (lrc 31-1989) (october 1989)

 report on land law and conveyancing law: general proposals 
 (lrc 30-1989) (June 1989)

e. family law

 report on the rights and duties of cohabitants (82-2006) (december 2006)

 report on Family courts  (lrc 52-1996) (march 1996) 

 report on recognition of Foreign divorces and legal separations 
 (lrc 10-1985) (april 1985) 

 report on nullity of marriage  (lrc 9-1984) (october 1984) 

 report on divorce a mensa et thoro and related matters 
 (lrc 8-1983) (december 1983)

 report on domicile and habitual residence as connecting Factors in the
 conflict of laws (lrc 7-1983) (december 1983) 

 report on restitution of conjugal rights, Jactitation of marriage and related
  matters  (lrc 6-1983) (november 1983) 
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 report on illegitimacy  (lrc 4-1982) (september 1982) 

 First report on Family law - criminal conversation, enticement and harbouring
  of a spouse or child, loss of consortium, personal injury to a child, seduction 
 of a child, matrimonial property and breach of promise of marriage 
 (lrc 1-1980) (march 1981)

f. Vulnerable groups and The law

 report on Vulnerable adults and the law (83-2006) (december 2006)

 report on the liability in tort of minors and the liability of parents for damage 
 caused by minors  (lrc 17-1985) (september 1985) 

 report on minors’ contracts  (lrc 15-1985) (august 1985) 

 report on the age of majority, the age for marriage and some connected 
 subjects (lrc 5-1983) (april 1983) 

g. CommerCial, ConTraCT and TorT law 

 report on section 2 of the civil liability (amendment) act 1964: the deductibility 
 of collateral benefits from awards of damages (lrc 68-2002) (december 2002)

 report on the statutes of limitations: claims in contract and tort in respect 
 of latent damage (other than personal injury) (lrc 64-2001) (February 2001)

 report on aggravated, exemplary and restitutionary damages 
 (lrc 60-2000) (may 2000)

 report on privacy: surveillance and the interception of communications 
 (lrc 57-1998) (June 1998)

 report on personal injuries: periodic payments and structured settlements 
 (lrc 54-1996) (december 1996)
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 report on occupiers liability  (lrc 46-1994) (april 1994) 

 report on the civil law of defamation (lrc 38-1991) (december 1991) 

 report on debt collection: (2) retention of title (lrc 28-1988) (april 1989) 

 report on debt collection: (1) the law relating to sheriffs 
 (lrc 27-1988) (october 1988) 

 report on the statute of limitations: claims in respect of latent personal 
 injuries (lrc 21-1987) (september 1987) 

 report on defective premises  (lrc 3-1982) (may 1982) 

 report on civil liability for animals  (lrc 2-1982) (may 1982) 

h. inTernaTional law

 report on the hague convention on protection of children and co-operation 
 in respect on inter country adoption 1993 (lrc 58-1998) (June 1998)

 report on the unidroit convention on stolen or illegally exported cultural 
 objects (lrc 55-1997) (october 1997)

 report on the hague convention abolishing the requirement of legalisation 
 for public documents (lrc 48-1995) (February 1995) 

 report on united nations (Vienna) convention on contracts for the 
 international sale of goods 1980 (lrc 42-1992) (may 1992) 

 report on the hague convention on succession to the estates of 
 deceased persons (lrc 36-1991) (may 1991) 

 report on the recognition of Foreign adoption decrees 
 (lrc 29-1989) (June 1989) 
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 report on the service of documents abroad re civil proceedings - the hague
  convention (lrc 22-1987) (december 1987) 

 report on Jurisdiction in proceedings for nullity of marriage, recognition 
 of Foreign nullity decrees, and the hague convention on the celebration 
 and recognition of the Validity of marriages (lrc 20-1985) (october 1985) 

 report on private international law aspects of capacity to marry and choice 
 of law in proceedings for nullity of marriage (lrc 19-1985) (october 1985) 

 report on the hague convention on the taking of evidence abroad in civil 
 or commercial matters (lrc 16-1985) (august 1985) 

 report on the hague convention on the civil aspects of international 
 child abduction and some related matters (lrc 12-1985) (June 1985)
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21   commission reports are all available at: http://www.lawreform.ie/publications/publications.htm.

appendiX 6

Table of implemenTaTion of reporTs 
under The firsT and seCond programmes 
of law reform2�

report

report on the law of 
landlord and tenant
lrc 85–2007

report on spent 
convictions 
lrc 84-2007

report on Vulnerable 
adults and the law 
lrc 83-2006

report on rights and 
duties of cohabitants 
lrc 82-2006

report on 
prosecution appeals 
and pre-trial 
hearings lrc 81-
2006

statutory prov�s�ons

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

no recommendation 
for new legislation 
(‘without prejudice’ 
prosecution appeal 
introduced in Criminal 
Justice Act 2006)

recommendat�on

recommends reform 
and modernisation of  
general law and business 
tenancies.

recommends certain old 
convictions be spent for 
certain purposes

recommends general 
mental capacity law 
to facilitate informal 
decision-making for 
adults who lack capacity; 
and establishment of 
guardianship board and 
office of public guardian 
to replace wards of court 
system

recommends reform 
to allow cohabitant 
agreements, to confer 
certain entitlements on 
cohabitants and to provide 
for application to court for 
relief for certain qualified 
cohabitants

approved ‘without 
prejudice’ appeal for 
prosecution in trials 
on indictment in 
Criminal Justice Act 
2006 (recommended in 
consultation paper); 
recommended non-
statutory pre-trial 
questionnaire

implementat�on

Mental Capacity 
and Guardianship 
Bill to be published 
(government 
legislative 
programme, 
september 2007)

Domestic Partnership 
Bill to be published 
(government 
legislative 
programme, 
september 2007)

Criminal Justice Act 
2006, ss.21 to 24

http://www.lawreform.ie/publications/publications.htm


bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

report on modelling of 
conveyancing system: 
no recommendations 
for legislation

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

draft rules of court 
and bill prepared 
and contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

report on charitable 
trusts and legal 
structures for 
charities lrc 80-
2006

report on 
econveyancing: 
modelling of the irish 
conveyancing system 
lrc 79-2006

report on the 
establishment of a 
dna database 
lrc 78-2005

report on corporate 
Killing lrc 77-2005

report on multi-party 
litigation 
lrc 76-2005

report on the court 
poor box: probation 
of offenders 
lrc 75-2005

report on reform 
and modernisation 
of land law and 
conveyancing law 
lrc 74-2005 

recommends reform of 
duties of charity trustees 
and new legal structure 
for charities, charitable 
incorporated organisation

recommends 
establishment of 
econveyancing group 
to set out roadmap and 
recommendation to 
government

recommends 
establishment of limited 
dna database

recommends offence 
of corporate killing and 
associated individual 
offence

recommends multi-party 
litigation procedure in 
rules of court

recommends replacement 
of court poor box and 
updating Probation of 
Offenders Act 1907

recommends reform and 
modernisation of over 140 
pre-1922 acts on land law 
and conveyancing law

in part: Charities 
Bill 2007 published 
by government 
(april 2007) (charity 
trustees)

econveyancing 
steering group 
established (march 
2007)

general scheme 
of Criminal Justice 
(Forensic Sampling 
and Evidence) Bill 
2007 published by 
government 
(February 2007)

Corporate 
Manslaughter Bill 
to be published 
(government 
legislative 
programme, 
september 2007)

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006)
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bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill and amendments 
to rules of court 
prepared and 
contained in the 
report

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report

draft legislative 
provisions contained in 
the report.

draft legislative 
provisions contained 
in the report.

report on public 
inquiries including 
tribunals of inquiry 
lrc 73-2005

report on a Fiscal 
prosecutor and a 
revenue court lrc 
72-2004

report on Judicial 
review procedure 
lrc 71-2004

report on land law 
and conveyancing 
law (7): positive 
covenants over 
Freehold land and 
other proposals 
lrc 70-2003

report on penalties 
for minor offences 
lrc 69-2003

report on the 
deductibility of 
collateral benefits 
from awards of 
damages 
lrc 68-2002

recommends reform and 
consolidation of Tribunals 
of Inquiry Acts 1921 to 
2004

recommends changes to 
taxes consolidation act 
1997

recommends changes to 
O.84 Rules of the Superior 
Courts 1986, Illegal 
Immigrants (Trafficking) 
act 2000 and making 
of various practice 
directions 

recommends limit to 
imprisonment power of 
district court; allowing 
amount of fine to be 
tailored to means of 
individual offender; 
increasing maximum fine 
for corporation to three 
times that for individuals.
  

recommends 
amendment to s. 2 of the 
Civil Liability Act 1964 (as 
amended) and s. 50 of the 
Civil Liability Act 1961.  

consolidating 
Tribunals of Inquiry 
Bill 2005 published 
by government 
(september 2005)

in part in Finance 
Act 2005 (threshold 
for publication of tax 
defaulters)

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)

administrative 
implementation 
(by parliamentary 
counsel) of 
consideration of limit 
to imprisonment 
power of district 
court; Fines Bill 
2007 published by 
government 
(January 2007)

Civil Liability and 
Courts Act 2004, 
section 27
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bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report.

bill prepared and 
contained in the 
report.

draft legislative 
provisions contained in 
the report.

draft bill contained in 
report.

draft bill contained 
in report

draft bill published 
in report.

report on title by 
adverse possession 
of land lrc 67-2002

report on the 
acquisition of 
easements and 
Profits á Prendre by 
prescription 
lrc 66-2002

report on the 
indexation of 
Fines: a review of 
developments lrc 
65-2002

report on the 
statutes of 
limitations: claims 
in contract and tort 
in respect of latent 
damage (other than 
personal injury) 
lrc 64-2001

report on the 
Variation of trusts 
lrc 63-2000

report on the rule 
against perpetuities 
and cognate rules 
lrc 62-2000

clarifies the exact 
type of title acquired 
by a ‘squatter’ and 
recommends the granting 
of a parliamentary 
conveyance.

new scheme for 
prescriptive acquisition, 
and recommends the 
repeal of the prescription 
act 1832.

recommends the 
introduction of standard 
fine system based on the 
model proposed in the 
commission’s report on 
indexation of Fines (lrc 
37-1991): see below.  

recommends that the 
discoverability limitation 
period begins when 
person first knew or 
ought reasonably to have 
known of the relevant 
factors.

Various recommendations 
on the jurisdiction of 
courts to vary trusts.  

recommends the 
abolition of the rule 
against perpetuities 
and the rule against 
accumulations.

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (November 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)

Fines Bill 2007 
published by 
Government (January 
2007)

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (November 
2006) (see LRC 74-2005)

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-2005)
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draft legislative 
provisions in report.

did not recommend 
legislation

draft bill included in 
report

draft legislative 
provisions included in 
report

report on statutory 
drafting and 
interpretation: Plain 
Language and the Law 
lrc 61 - 2001

report on 
aggravated, 
exemplary and 
restitutionary 
damages 
lrc 60 - 2000

report on gazumping 
lrc 59 - 1999

report on the hague 
convention on 
protection of children 
and co-operation 
in respect of inter-
country adoption 
lrc 58 - 1998

report on privacy 
lrc 57 - 1998

report on land law 
and conveyancing 
law; (6) Further 
general proposals 
including the 
execution of deeds 
lrc 56 - 1998

report on the 
unidroit convention 
on stolen or illegally 
exported cultural 
objects lrc 55 -1997

recommends purposive 
approach to legislation, 
updated interpretation 
of older legislation and 
use of plain language in 
drafting legislation.

recommended primarily 
judicial development of 
the law on aggravated, 
exemplary and 
restitutionary damages; 
limited statutory reform

recommended 
gazumping should be 
dealt with by way of 
information to consumers 

recommended state 
ratification of convention

recommended various 
legislative protections for 
privacy in connection with 
surveillance

recommended that words 
of limitation should not be 
required for the creation 
or transfer of any interest 
in freehold registered land

recommended state 
ratification of convention

Interpretation Act 2005

approved in Report of 
Auctioneering / Estate 
Agency Review Group 
(2005)

Adoption (Hague 
Convention) Bill 
to be published 
(government 
legislative 
programme, 
september 2007)

Privacy Bill 2006 
published by 
government (June 
2006) 

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)
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draft legislative 
provisions included in 
report

recommended 
limited legislative 
reforms; primarily 
recommended non-
legislative reform

report on personal 
injuries: periodic 
payments and 
structured 
settlements 
lrc 54 - 1996

report on sentencing 
lrc 53 - 1996

report on Family 
courts lrc 52 - 1996

report on intoxication 
lrc 51 - 1995

an examination of the 
law of bail lrc 50 
- 1995

report on the 
interests of Vendor 
and purchaser in 
land during the 
period between 
contract and 
completion 
lrc 49 – 1995

recommended 
periodic payments and 
structured settlements in 
compensation claims

recommended discretion 
to reduce sentence where 
guilty plea entered; 
recommended non-
statutory sentencing 
guidelines

Various recommendations 
on family law and its 
administration

recommended that 
intoxication not a defence.

 

not requested to make 
specific proposals for 
reform

Criminal Justice Act 
1999, s.29 (discretion 
of court to reduce 
sentence where guilty 
plea entered)

Children Act 1997, 
s.28 (appointment 
of guardian for 
litigation); Civil Liability 
and Courts Act 2004, 
s.40 (in camera rule)

incorporated into 
Report on Codification 
of Criminal Law (2004): 
advisory committee 
in Criminal Justice Act 
2006

Bail Act 1997

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)
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report on hague 
convention 
abolishing 
requirement of 
legalisation of 
Foreign public 
documents lrc 48 
– 1995

report on contempt 
of court lrc 47 - 
1994

report on occupiers’ 
liability lrc 46 - 
1994

report on non-Fatal 
offences against the 
person lrc 45 - 1994

land law and 
conveyancing law: 
(5) Further general 
proposals lrc 44 
- 1992

report on the 
law relating to 
dishonesty lrc 43 
- 1992

report on united 
nations (Vienna) 
convention on 
contracts for the 
international sale of 
goods lrc 42 – 1992

report on the crime 
of libel lrc 41 - 
1991

recommended state 
ratification of convention

recommended reform of 
contempt of court law

recommended reform of 
common law rules and 
legislative regulation

recommended reform 
of common law and 
statutory rules

Various recommendations 
for reform

recommended reform 
of common law and 
statutory rules

recommended state 
ratification of convention

recommended reform 
of common law and 
statutory rules

Rules of the Superior 
Courts (No.1) (Proof 
of Foreign Diplomatic, 
Consular and Public 
Documents) 1999 (SI 
No.3 of 1999)

Occupiers Liability Act 
1995

Non-Fatal Offences 
Against the Person Act 
1997

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)

Criminal Justice (Theft 
and Fraud) Offences 
Act 2001

Defamation Bill 2006 
(Part 5 of Bill) at 
committee stage 
in seanad Éireann 
(march 2007) 
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report on land law 
and conveyancing 
law: (4) service of 
completion notices 
lrc 40 - 1991

report on land law 
and conveyancing 
law: (3) the passing 
of risk from Vendor 
to purchaser lrc 39 
- 1991

report on the civil 
law of defamation 
lrc 38 - 1991

report on indexation 
of Fines lrc 37 - 
1991

report on the hague 
convention on 
succession to the 
estates of deceased 
persons lrc 36 
– 1991

report on 
confiscation of the 
proceeds of crime 
lrc 35 - 1991

report on oaths and 
affirmations lrc 34 
- 1990

Various recommendations 
for reform

Various recommendations 
for reform

recommended reform 
of common law and 
statutory rules

recommends the 
introduction of standard 
fine system

recommended state 
ratification of convention

recommended 
introduction of restraint 
orders, and international 
co-operation regarding 
confiscation orders

Various recommendations

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)

Defamation Bill 2006 
at committee stage 
in seanad Éireann 
(march 2007)

Fines Bill 2007 
published by 
government (January 
2007)

Criminal Justice (No.3) 
Act 1994, Proceeds of 
Crime Act 1996 and 
Proceeds of Crime 
(Amendment) Act 2005

implemented in part 
(Children Act 1997) 
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report on sexual 
offences against the 
mentally handicapped 
lrc 33 - 1990

report on child 
sexual abuse lrc 32 
- 1990

report on land law 
and conveyancing: 
(2) enduring powers 
of attorney lrc 31 
- 1989

report on land law 
and conveyancing: 
(1) general proposals 
lrc 30 - 1989

report on the 
recognition of 
Foreign adoption 
decrees lrc 29 - 
1989

report on debt 
collection: (2) 
retention of title lrc 
28 - 1988

Various recommendations 
on sexual offences 
with person of limited 
intellectual capacity; 
consent of dpp required 
to take proceedings

Various 
recommendations: 
mandatory reporting 
of child sexual abuse; 
immunity for those who 
report child abuse in good 
faith; care orders; barring 
orders; offences of child 
sexual abuse; consenting 
and non-consenting 
sexual offences with 
children (same-sex and 
opposite sex); video-
recording evidence

recommendations 
on characteristics, 
registration and scope of 
power of attorney

recommended 
substitution of 5 years for 
3 years for a new tenancy

recommended validity 
of foreign adoptions 
made in place of habitual 
residence of the adopters

Various recommendations 
concerning retention of 
title contract clauses

Criminal Law (Sexual 
Offences) Act 1993 
and Criminal Justice 
(Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1997

implemented in 
part: Child Care 
Act 1991, Criminal 
Evidence Act 1992, 
Criminal Law (Sexual 
Offences) Act 1993, 
Domestic Violence 
Act 1996, Criminal 
Justice (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1997, 
Protection for Persons 
Reporting Child Abuse 
Act 1998

Powers of Attorney 
Act 1996, Family 
Law (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1997

Landlord and Tenant 
(Amendment) Act 1994 

Adoption Act 1991
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report on debt 
collection: (1) the 
law relating to 
sheriffs lrc 27 - 
1988 

report on malicious 
damage lrc 26 - 
1988

report on the rule 
against hearsay in 
civil cases lrc 25 
- 1988

report on rape and 
allied offences lrc 
24 - 1988

report on receiving 
stolen property lrc 
23 - 1987

report on the service 
of documents abroad 
re civil proceedings – 
the hague convention 
lrc 22 - 1987

recommended abolition 
of power of sheriffs to 
seize leasehold land

Various recommendations 
including abolition of 
common law offence 
of arson and making of 
compensation orders

Various recommendations 
for reform of common law 
rules

recommended wider 
definition of rape; and 
abolition of marital rape 
exemption 

recommended new 
offence of handling stolen 
goods: see also report 
on the law relating to 
dishonesty, lrc 43– 1992, 
above.

recommended ratification 
of convention by state.

Land and Conveyancing 
Law Reform Bill 2006 
passed by seanad 
Éireann (november 
2006) (see LRC 74-
2005)

Criminal Damage Act 
1991, Criminal Justice 
Act 1993 

Civil Evidence Bill 
to be published 
(government 
legislative 
programme 
september 2007)

Criminal Law (Rape) 
(Amendment) Act 1990, 
Criminal Justice Act 
1993

Larceny Act 1990, 
Criminal Justice (Theft 
and Fraud Offences) 
Act 2001

Rules of the Superior 
Courts (No.3) 1994, 
District Court (Service 
Abroad of Documents 
in Civil or Commercial 
Matters) Rules 1994 
(now consolidated in 
District Court Rules 
1997)
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report on the statute 
of limitations: claims 
in respect of latent 
personal injuries lrc 
21 - 1987

report on 
Jurisdiction in 
proceedings for 
nullity of marriage, 
recognition of 
Foreign nullity 
decrees and hague 
convention lrc 20 
- 1985

report on private 
international 
law aspects of 
capacity to marry 
and choice of law 
in proceedings for 
nullity of marriage 
lrc 19 - 1985

report on the 
liability in tort of 
mentally disabled 
persons lrc 18 - 
1985

report on the 
liability in tort of 
minors and the 
liability of parents 
for damage caused 
by minors lrc 17 
- 1985

report on the hague 
convention on the 
taking of evidence 
abroad in civil or 
commercial matters 
lrc 16 - 1985

recommended that 
limitation period should 
begin to run from the date 
of knowledge of certain 
facts.

recommended ratification 
of convention by state.

made recommendations 
concerning recognition of 
foreign annulments.

made recommendations 
concerning extent of 
liability in tort.

made recommendations 
concerning extent of 
liability in tort

recommended ratification 
of convention by state.

Statute of Limitations 
(Amendment) Act 1991

Family Law Act 1995
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report on minors’ 
contracts lrc 15 
- 1985

report on offences 
under the dublin 
police acts and 
related offences lrc 
14 – 1985

report on 
competence and 
compellability 
of spouses as 
witnesses lrc 13 
- 1985

report on the hague 
convention on the 
civil aspects of 
international child 
abduction and some 
related matters lrc 
12 -1985

report on Vagrancy 
and related offences 
lrc 11 - 1985

report on 
recognition of 
Foreign divorces and 
legal separations 
lrc 10 - 1985

made recommendations 
concerning extent of 
liability in contract law

recommended reform of 
public order offences 

recommended that 
spouse or former spouse 
is competent to give 
evidence 

recommended ratification 
of convention in the state.

recommended abolition 
of offence of wandering 
abroad in the Vagrancy 
act 1824; new offences 
of: entering a building 
with intent to commit 
an offence; soliciting 
or importuning for 
the purposes of the 
commission of a sexual 
offence; living on earnings 
of prostitution

recommended residence 
as basis for recognition, in 
place of domicile

Criminal Justice 
(Public Order) Act 1994

Criminal Evidence Act 
1992

Child Abduction 
and Enforcement of 
Custody Orders Act 
1991

Housing Act 1988, 
Criminal Law (Sexual 
Offences) Act 1993, 
Criminal Justice 
(Public Order) Act 1994 

Domicile and 
Recognition of Foreign 
Divorces Act 1986, 
Family Law Act 1995
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draft bill prepared and 
included in report

report on nullity 
of marriage lrc 9 
- 1984

report on divorce a 
mensa et thoro and 
related matters lrc 
8 - 1983

report on domicile 
and habitual 
residence as 
connecting Factors in 
the conflict of laws 
lrc 7 - 1983

report on restitution 
of conjugal rights, 
Jactitation of 
marriage and related 
matters lrc 6 - 1983

report on the age of 
majority, the age for 
marriage and some 
connected subjects 
lrc 5 - 1983

report on illegitimacy 
lrc 4 - 1982

report on defective 
premises lrc 3 - 
1982

recommended reform 
and codification of 
common law rules

recommended 
replacement of common 
law divorce a mensa 
et thoro with statutory 
judicial separation

recommended abolition 
of domicile of dependency

recommended abolition 
of proceedings for the 
restitution of conjugal 
rights, and of petition for 
jactitation of marriage.

recommended reduction 
of age of majority from 
21 years to 18 years; 
also concerns the age of 
marriage

recommended abolition 
of status of illegitimacy; 
that the marital status of 
parents to have no effect 
on children’s status; 
refusal to give a blood test 
in paternity proceedings 
allows court to draw its 
own inferences.

recommended statutory 
provisions to protect 
purchasers of defective 
premises 

Judicial Separation and 
Family Law Reform Act 
1989, Family Law Act 
1995 

Domicile and 
Recognition of Foreign 
Divorces Act 1986

Family Law Act 1988, 
Family Law Act 1995

Age of Majority Act, 
1985, Family Law 
Act 1995, Family 
Law (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1997

Status of Children Act 
1987 

non-statutory 
homebond scheme 
introduced
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statutory prov�s�onsreport recommendat�on implementat�on

draft bill prepared and 
included in report

draft bill prepared and 
included in report

report on civil 
liability for animals 
lrc 2 - 1982

report on Family law 
lrc 1 - 1981

recommended reform 
of common law rules 
concerning damage 
caused by animals 
straying onto a highway; 
and powers of garda 
síochána concerning 
stray animals.

recommended abolition 
of common law action for 
criminal conversation and 
for harbouring a spouse, 
and of action for breach 
of a promise to marry.

Animals Act 1985.

Family Law Act 1981.
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the law Reform commission is an independent statutory 
body established by the Law Reform Commission Act 1975.  
the commission’s principal role is to keep the law under 
review and to make proposals for reform, in particular by 
recommending the enactment of legislation to clarify and 
modernise the law.  

this role is carried out primarily under a programme 
of law Reform, which is prepared by the commission, 
approved by Government and placed before both Houses 
of the oireachtas in accordance with the 1975 Act.  the 
commission also works on specific matters referred to it 
by the Attorney General under the 1975 Act.  Since 2006, 
the commission’s role also includes two other areas of 
activity, Statute law Restatement and the legislation 
Directory.  Statute law Restatement involves incorporating 
all amendments to an Act into a single text, making 
legislation more accessible.  the legislation Directory 
(previously called the chronological tables of the Statutes) 
is a searchable guide to all legislative changes.
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